SalamaTech + Be Heard
H E L PIN G S Y R IA NS C O MMUNIC A T E O NLINE
S AF E L Y - A ND EFFEC T IVELY .
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Supporting local voices
for peace in Syria

Be Heard
Syrian social media space is dominated
by militant actors. Be Heard is an
online learning portal that aims to
help non-violent Syrians make their
voices heard – safely and effectively.
Be Heard helps authentic Syrian voices
to cut through the noise of conﬂict.
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About salamatech
Since 2012 SalamaTech has helped millions of Syrian non-violent citizens stay safe online and,
more recently, to use social media to make their voices heard. We provide customized,
easy-to-use security and social media guidance, tools, training and resources, and ongoing
online support. We provide emergency technical support to Syrians who have been arrested,
or had their accounts hacked or disabled. Our network of Information Freedom Champions
provide in situ trainings to Syrians trapped inside Syria. Our cyber-security experts help build the
capacity of emerging Syrian civil society organizations through digital safety audits and real-time
remediation.
For more information visit:
en.salamatech.org
www.facebook.com/SalamaTech
beheard.salamatech.org
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The Internet matters
in syria

The internet has become a parallel world for Syrians – lifeline,
newsline, war crimes archive, family meeting place. It is also a
battlefront. For many Syrians, staying safe online is a matter of life
and death.
Local humanitarian and community actors need
the internet to function. Many small, local NGOs
are able to help people on the ground because
they use the internet to secure assistance.

From the earliest days of Syria’s revolution, the
internet has served as a critical information
channel for political change, and for survival.
Opposition and human rights activists see
the internet as a continued lifeline for political
freedom -- a medium where their voices can be
heard, where war crimes are documented, and
where they can connect with each other across
geographic and military divides.

Average Syrian citizens rely on the internet
to know where bombs are dropping, which
checkpoints to avoid, where help may be found,
and to locate missing family members. 2014
statistics indicate that Syria had 87 mobile phones
per 100 citizens. It is in no way surprising that
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Syrian refugees carry smartphones. They are
toolkits for survival.

rights defenders and Citizen Journalists (CJs) are
physically dying to capture videos and document
war crime stories that have no resonance. Often,
CJs produce images and footage that cannot be
verified, are disseminated poorly, fail to be noticed
by the wider world, and fail to capture the kinds
of hard evidence that could be used in future
reconciliation or prosecution processes. By way of
example: Syria Tracker has some 600 CJs feeding
its crowd-sourced platform that documents the
conflict. Only 6 per cent of the material received is
deemed reliable enough to post.

But the internet is also a frontline for war.
Syrians are captured and killed because of their
online activities. The threat comes not just from
the digitally savvy Assad regime. The Islamic State
(ISIS) and other armed groups also capture and
torture people to access their online accounts.
When a Syrian human rights defender is captured,
his/her social media accounts can expose his/her
entire network of associates, friends and family.
ISIS and other armed groups also capture and
torture Syrians to access their online accounts.

As Syria’s conflict has evolved, so too has
SalamaTech. Our recently launched Be Heard
learning portal is being leveraged by our network
of trainers inside Syria to support Syrian nonviolent netizens, media activists, human rights
defenders, women’s groups and peacebuilders
to use the power of the internet to reach the
audiences they need to reach, safely and
effectively.

Digital effectiveness matters in Syria.
As Syria’s information war has deepened, Syrian
non-violent voices need support to compete.
The Assad regime, ISIS and other militant groups
wield sophisticated online propaganda machines.
They are winning the cyber-messaging war.
(When ISIS took Mosul in June 2014, it fired out
40,000 tweets a day.) And yet, Syrian human

“Freedoms of speech, communication and access to information are
basic human rights, which Syrians have been categorically denied by
their authoritarian regime…Knowing how to avoid surveillance and to
access forbidden information is vital to the day-to-day life of Syrians. As
well as enabling them to exercise their basic human rights, it protects
them. This applies to ordinary citizens as well as activists and civil
society groups which have been greatly enabled by social media and
information technology. The VDC recognizes and endorses the need
for continued support to Syrians for digital safety services, training and
information, in order to maintain their ability to communicate securely
and freely.”
Razan Zaitouneh, Human rights activist and Director of Violations Documentation
Centre (VDC). Kidnapped in December 2013 in Northern Syria.
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Salamatech 2015-2016*
HELPING SYRIANS COMMUNICATE SAFELY - AND EFFECTIVELY.
HELPING SYRIANS BE HEARD
Local Syrian voices for peace struggle to be heard
through the noise of war. Launched in
February 2016, Be Heard is a mobile-ﬁrst, online
learning portal helping Syrian non-violent voices
reach a wider audience.
Syrian
users

45964

EMERGENCY / TECH SUPPORT
Syrians are captured and killed because of online
activities. Access to personal networks exposes
everyone who is connected to the victim. SalamaTech
provides emergency technical support to Syrians who
have been arrested, or had their accounts hacked or
disabled.

4499

Syrians
supported

PROTECTING SYRIAN CSOs
The Internet is a lifeline for Syrian civil society
organizations (CSOs). CSOs rely on social media
to organize, provide aid, document war crimes and
voice dissent. Our newly piloted Cyber Security and
Remediation audits (CyberSAR) build the capacity
of CSOs to protect their data and use the
Internet safely.

CSOs
protected

81

( pilot phase )

SUPPORTING SYRIANS IN SITU
Our network of Information Freedom
Champions in Syria and Turkey
provide direct face-to-face digital
safety and Be Heard support to
Syrians trapped in the conﬂict region.

Syrians
trained
in-situ

SECURING A DIGITAL LIFELINE
Syrian citizens rely on the Internet to survive. They use it
to ﬁnd out where bombs are dropping, what checkpoints
to avoid, where to ﬁnd assistance, and to connect with
family members. SalamaTech helps Syrians stay
safe online – providing guidance, alerts, technical
assistance and tools – across multiple channels.

+2M

User
engagements

185082

Engagements/
month

2466
en.salamatech.org

* Since 2012, SalamaTech has helped millions of Syrians stay safe online. Last year, our work pivoted to focus on Syrian civilian actors trapped inside zones of conflict.
Stats on this page are for January 2015 to December 2016, including two pilot initiatives – Be Heard and CyberSAR audits.
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facebook prison:
testimonies from syria

Ahmad witnessed many horrors during his year in
a Syrian regime prison. Some of the worst were
people being tortured for their Facebook and
other online passwords.

“Many of the people I met in prison were arrested
because of a Facebook or WhatsApp conversation.
All of the other 22 women and girls in my room
were in prison because of their online activities.”

Many of Ahmad’s fellow prisoners had been
arrested because of their mobile phones. They
were stopped at a checkpoint, their phones were
seized and their Facebook accounts checked. If
the soldier saw something inappropriate – “liking”
a wrong page, for example – they were arrested.
Others had been arrested because they were
communicating with mobile phone numbers of
deceased opposition activists or Free Syrian Army
Fighters.

“Really, the Syrian security officers blame the
revolution on Facebook, and how Syrians misused
it. They are so obsessed with this idea that anyone
who carries a mobile phone is suspect. One
detective told me: 'President Assad made a huge
mistake when he allowed the Internet into our
country'.”

Ahmad is not alone in his testimony of Facebook/
WhatsApp torture in Syrian prisons. A SalamaTech
researcher interviewed another former detainee,
“Salwah.” Here are her observations:

“All detainees are asked to surrender their mobile
phones and their online account credentials,
even if the arrest has nothing to do with their
online activities. The authorities go through their
accounts, including retrieving deleted files. If
anything inappropriate is found, the detainees will
be subject to further torture.”

“One woman I met was actually loyal to Assad
and was in prison by mistake. She was stopped
at a checkpoint on her way from Damascus to
the suburbs where she lives. The security officer
checked her phone and found a message from
her sister in Idlib who owns a garment shop.
The message said: 'We have the new goods
from Turkey now and it is so good.' The officer
suspected that the message was referring to
weapons, so arrested her.”
Ahmad and Salwah’s stories reinforce the
centrality of social media in Syria’s war -- a critical
information resource that is both lifeline and
battlefront.
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Be Heard
online portal

helping syrians
be heard
way to mainstream media. We need instructions on
how to get the message out, and how to make sure our
documentation [of atrocities] is verifiable, so that it can
be used to achieve justice in the end.”

The Syrian conflict is the first protracted war to be fought
on and through the internet. All Syrian actors use the
internet to organize, plan, and share information. Some
use it to document human rights abuses, deliver and
receive aid, or as a critical survival lifeline. Others use it
to propagandize, collect intelligence, sow fear, and win
followers.

Likewise, Syrians who want to reach out to fellow Syrians
-- to counter extremist messaging, seek cooperation,
or call for peace – also need support to compete in the
militant-dominated social media spaces.

Currently, the Syrian social media space is dominated
by the voices of militant actors. Social media is used
as a weapon of war. By contrast, the voices of Syrian
non-violent actors have been drowned out by the noise
of violence and extremism. To the outside world, the
concept of Syrian civil society has been largely reduced
to that of powerless “refugees.”

It is these courageous men and women that Be Heard
aims to empower. Designed and shaped with input from
our Syrian partners, Be Heard is an online learning portal
that provides step-by-step guidance on how to use social
media safely and effectively. Be Heard is mobile-first,
built on SalamaTech’s multi-year experience helping
Syrian activists stay safe online.

Now, more than ever, local Syrian voices for human
rights and peace need broadened and deepened support
to communicate safely, securely and effectively online.
As one of our project beneficiaries (Head of a Citizen
Journalist organization in Daraa) told us:

The Be Heard platform is being directly used by our
network of trainers inside Syria -- our Information
Freedom Champions -- who provide face-to-face in situ
assistance to a wide range of moderate Syrian groups
who are trapped inside Syrian conflict enclaves.

“We [Citizen Journalists] are literally dying for this news
to get out. Most of the time our videos do not find their
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be heard
online portal

Training for civil society groups in the Damascus countryside on how to use social media.

Salamatech's information freedom
champions
For the past year, SalamaTech has been fostering
a network of local “Information Freedom
Champions” (IFCs) who deliver support and
assistance to Syrians inside difficult-to-access
conflict zones.

In both regime and opposition-controlled areas,
simply carrying your mobile phone is a highrisk act. People are routinely stopped – not
just at checkpoints – and required to hand
over their phones and social media passwords.
Social media accounts are checked for any sign
of “inappropriate” material (which changes
depending on the militant group’s ideology). An
offense can result in arrest, detention or worse.
Digital safety matters more than ever in Syria.

Our IFCs come from a variety of educational,
professional and geographical backgrounds,
but they share three things in common: an
extensive access to Syrian non-violent actors,
a solid grounding in internet safety and savvy,
and an overarching desire to ensure that Syrians
communicate safely and effectively online. As
trusted nodes in their own personal networks, or
within their own geographic enclaves, the IFCs
play a critical role in reaching and supporting key
project beneficiaries.

Our IFCs have had some incredible successes –
literally saving lives. But we can’t really tell you
about this, because it is still too dangerous for
everyone involved.
We can tell you about other important work,
such as our IFC’s assistance to a hard-pressed
CSO that services some 2,400 mothers and
children with special needs. This CSO has only
two communication devices, but relies critically
on social media to do its work. Their devices
were ridden with malware before our IFC taught
them how to clean their devices and use an
antivirus software. As the head of the Centre
testified:

Our IFC network now stretches across Syria,
Turkey and Lebanon -- with important footholds
in opposition and regime-controlled territories
of Syria -- especially in difficult-to-access and
besieged communities, and including those under
ISIS control. There, the IFCs deliver digital safety
and social media support to Syrian civil society
and activist groups, some of whom are engaged
in extremely dangerous information dissemination
activities.

“On behalf of my staff, I thank you for this
training. We have always suffered from viruses
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Be Heard
online portal
and infections on our devices. As you can see, we
only have two devices that we use to connect to
the world in order to ask for vaccines and other
basic needs for our people amidst this chaos.
Actually, we hardly knew anything about digital
security, many thanks.”

assistance. Our IFCs also played a critical role
in helping us to shape the content and material
for the Be Heard platform, and they continue to
shape its development. They tell us what their
constituencies need; they pilot the learning
materials, and they provide constant feedback on
usability and usefulness.

Our IFCs are servicing a growing demand from
citizen journalists, media activists, women’s
groups, educational institutions, local governance
organizations, humanitarian and human rights
actors and peacebuilding groups.

Be Heard now also incorporates easy-to-use
“trainer” guides – modular courses with layered
learning materials – developed specifically for our
IFCs to use.

SalamaTech HQ team members devote many
hours of direct online support to each IFC every
week to build their capacities to deliver training
and respond to the demands for technical

We are honoured to be supporting these brave
Syrians. We believe, as they do, that a brighter
future is possible for Syria – a future where human
rights for all are respected and protected.

“ BE HEARD IS REALLY USEFUL. AS A TRAINER IN
VERY DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES, I HAVE ACCESS
TO GUIDES, TRAINING MATERIALS AND MOST
IMPORTANTLY, VERY SYRIA-ORIENTED MATERIAL."
From a Syrian Information Freedom Champion

ABOVE Be Heard is mobilefirst and features simple howto videos and guides as well as
awareness campaigns
RIGHT Be Heard features
easy-to-follow directions and
training on digital safety, content creation, and effective
outreach online
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Isis steps up
Information control in
raqqa and deir ezzor

On 18 July 2015, Islamic State (ISIS) authorities issued strict
limitations on the use of satellite internet in Raqqa, Syria. It signals
yet another move in ISIS’ efforts to control its information space.
SalamaTech has tracked the digital war in Syria
since 2012, including attempts by all parties to
control and manipulate the Syrian information
space.

According to SalamaTech field sources in Deir
Ezzor, similar notices have also reportedly
been distributed in ISIS strongholds across the
governorate.

What is the Islamic State trying to do?

Why this matters: Understanding the internet
access economy in ISIS-occupied Raqqa and Deir
Ezzor

On 18 July 2015, the Islamic State Bureau of
Public Security for Wilayat al Raqqa issued
hand-printed notices in Raqqa, Syria. Photos of
the notice, detailing new restrictions on internet
access, have circulated widely on social media.

The internet access economy in Raqqa and
Deir Ezzor is uniquely concentrated in so-called
“satellite internet shops.” This highly concentrated
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THE ORDER, THAT OFFICIALLY CAME INTO EFFECT ON 22 JULY 2015, DISTRIBUTED IN RAQQA, SHOWN BELOW
LEFT, INDICATES THAT “SATELLITE INTERNET SHOPS” ARE OBLIGED TO:

1. “Remove all WiFi signal boosters in
internet shops and privately owned WiFi
routers, even those belonging to Islamic
State soldiers.”

2. "Come to the reception office located
in the park opposite to the municipal
stadium.”

3. According to the notice, “the deadline
for removal and attendance at the office
is four days from the date of this notice.
Violators will be prosecuted.”

signal booster that extends the range of a
WiFi signal.

market provides ISIS with a clear path to
controlling Raqqa’s and Deir Ezzor’s access to the
outside world.

According to anonymous sources in Raqqa, there
were as many as 5,000 shop-based WiFi access
points in the city as of July 2015. Internet access
in any other form is almost non-existent – sources
report that as much as 90 per cent of all internet
traffic from Raqqa depends on these shop access
points. This high concentration of connectivity
provides a prime opportunity for ISIS control of
Raqqa’s connection to the outside world.

Since the Assad regime’s destruction of northern
Syria’s radio-based internet infrastructure in
March 2014, satellite internet connections have
been the only means of accessing the internet in
Raqqa. Presented with an easy profit source in
the midst of a war economy, owners of satellite
internet connections began selling access to their
connections. This service has generally taken two
forms, echoing the restrictions mentioned in the
ISIS order:
1.

Sale of internet access within a shop or cafe.
Users purchase access to the shop’s wireless
signal, often by the minute.

2.

Sale of internet access to locations in the
areas around shops, usually by means of a

Tweet extracted from @Raqqa_SL account, Syria
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How will ISIS enforce the internet ban?

BouKamal, and ISIS fighters physically removed
the WiFi booster of one of the neighbourhood’s
internet cafes.

Early reports from Raqqa suggest that ISIS is
refining their enforcement of this order. The
Twitter account of Raqqa is Being Silently
Slaughtered (RBSS), an activist group that reports
on ISIS activity in Raqqa, reported the following
enforcement measures:
1.

Internet users cannot browse in front of
internet cafes, all browsing must be done
inside the cafe.

2.

If the shop owner decides to accept women,
he has to provide a separate space for them.

3.

The identity of all those connected via the
satellite connection must be recorded,
including their personal identity information
and the phone numbers they are calling.

4.

Why is ISIS restricting internet access?
There are a number of plausible reasons why ISIS
has imposed these new controls over internet
access points:

The number of people connected to the
network has to be equal to the number of
people inside the shop.

5.

It is forbidden to setup any router or booster
outside of internet cafes.

6.

If the internet cafe owner decides to close the
business, he has to report to the Islamic State
security office and explain the reasons for
closing the business.

1.

To better control their own fighters’ use
of internet and messaging. This is likely in
response to recent cases of ISIS fighters being
geo-located and killed based on their internet
activity, and ISIS’ larger strategy to exercise
control over information (see below);

2.

To catalogue all satellite connections and
identify satellite connections not associated
with for-profit shops. These connections could
be owned by private individuals who could be
activists or spies;

3.

To intimidate and silence activists (or ordinary
citizens) opposed to their rule, and prevent the
circulation of unfavourable news or images to
the outside world.

It is important to understand the new restrictions
as part of a broader campaign to organize
and control information in the self-proclaimed
Islamic Caliphate. There are indications that ISIS
leadership is taking greater interest in shaping the
information environment, preventing its fighters
from releasing sensitive information or harming
the organization’s public persona. ISIS leadership
has issued guidelines to its fighting force on how
to avoid exposing information on social media
that would help foreign intelligence agencies.

Although these measures do not appear to be
enforced uniformly, on 4 August 2015, RBSS
reported that four people were imprisoned in a
cage in the downtown core of Raqqa City because
they did not adhere to the WiFi ban. According
to an anonymous source from Deir Ezzor, the ban
has also reportedly been enforced in the city of

The tweet explains how it is forbidden to browse outside an internet cafe; browsing must be done inside the cafe.
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If an internet cafe owner decides to close his store, he needs to report it and explain the reasons why.

For over four years, Syrian activists have been
operating under increasingly hostile circumstances
while they attempt to report the mass violations
they have been witnessing on a daily basis. Syrian
activists have faced harsh crackdown measures,
torture and death by not only the Assad regime
but, more recently, ISIS as well.

Al-Baghdadi, the leader of ISIS, has also placed
new restrictions on execution footage released
by ISIS-aligned media outlets, requiring them not
to show the moment a victim is beheaded – only
the moments before and after. These and other
recent moves by ISIS leadership suggest that
they are more sensitive than ever to the risks of
uncontrolled internet activity. The ban on internet
access in Raqqa and Deir Ezzor is a more practical,
less abstract example of ISIS’ efforts to control the
information environment.

Field sources and news reports from Raqqa
and Deir Ezzor confirm that ISIS is extremely
intolerant of activists who use their smartphones
to document ISIS atrocities in their communities,
and subsequently use the internet to channel
documentation and evidence to interlocutors in
the outside world. Restricting access to internet is
one way ISIS hopes to stamp out dissent.

Control of the information space helps ISIS to
more closely manage how the outside world
perceives its competence in governance by
blunting criticism and preventing reports of poor
living conditions in the group’s territory. Equally
important is that it allows ISIS to better control
information coming into its strongholds. The group
recognizes the potential impact of outside news
reports, psychological operations and information
seepage into its territory. As indirect beneficiaries
of the so-called Arab Spring, ISIS leadership is
acutely aware of the massive disruptive potential
of a permissive information environment.

An anonymous source from Deir Ezzor estimates
that 80 per cent of activists who were executed
by ISIS were detained because of incriminating
evidence found on their smartphones.
Similarly, in Raqqa several reports indicate that
activists are being executed based on allegations
that they are conspiring with Western entities
and spying on ISIS – the internet being the main
medium through which information is channelled.

What does this mean for non-violent Syrian
actors?

The non-violent activists of Raqqa, Deir Ezzor –
and Syria more broadly – already struggle to be
heard by the increasingly deafened international
community. As ISIS and the Syrian regime escalate
their measures to control Syria’s information
space, it is those crucial Syrian voices that resist
violence, call for peace and document war crimes
that will be ever more silenced.

If ISIS does somehow manage to sustain its efforts
to police internet access, it will significantly
limit the already debilitated ability of activists,
civil society actors and citizen journalists to
communicate with the world and provide evidence
of ISIS atrocities. This limitation is not a novel one.
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cyber audits

Cybersar: protecting
syrian civil society
CyberSAR audits are
helping Syrian Civil Society
Organizations protect
themselves against the
catastrophic consequences of
cyber attacks.
Syrian Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) are
targeted for cyber attacks by state actors, militant
groups and criminals. The motivations differ, but
the effect is the same: malware turns computers
and communication channels into dangerous, and
often lethal, threat vectors.
Cyber breaches have catastrophic consequences
for “at risk” civil society organizations. The loss of
confidential information can put staff, programs
and partners in extreme peril.
exposed online, human vulnerabilities, etc),
onsite assessments and real-time remediation of
the Top Ten cyber vulnerabilities. Our approach
is heavily tailored to the specifics of the Syrian
environment, with attention to things such as “how
to really clean your mobile device before crossing
checkpoints.” After the audit, our in-region
Information Freedom Champions (see page 7)
provide ongoing follow-up, support and training.

In 2015 SalamaTech pioneered a practical
approach to help Syrian CSOs protect themselves
online. Syrian organizations rely heavily on the
internet. They operate under significant stress,
and are constrained by time, staff, resources,
and knowledge gaps. Controlled chaos is their
operational environment.
SalamaTech’s approach is to deliver fast and
meaningful outcomes. Through direct technical
interventions, we aim to increase the baseline
cyber security posture of our beneficiary CSOs
by some 80 per cent. At the same time, we work
hand-in-hand with CSO managers and staff to
build institutional capacity for resiliency against
cyber breaches.

Motivating behavioural change sometimes
requires shock tactics. That’s why we conduct
"Friendly Phish” tests - an exercise that gives
organizations a simulation of how cyber attacks
work in real life. As one of our Deir Ezzor
beneficiaries stated: “This is a lesson for my life.
I never knew it was so easy to be phished.” He
realized that this phish – had it been real – could
have exposed his entire network of friends, family
and colleagues in Syria. He was adamant to receive
our follow-up training on how to protect himself
against social engineering.

The CyberSAR (Cyber Security Audit
and Remediation) approach is a result of
SalamaTech’s long-term commitment and
work with Syrian partners. CyberSAR combines
remote vulnerability testing of the organization
(identifying what types of information are
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